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Contact: Jan Munro janmunro@ifac.org  
 
This meeting summary of the IFAC Ethics Committee has been prepared for 
information purposes only. Except for approval of documents for public 
exposure and issuance of final pronouncements, decisions reported are 
tentative and reflect only the current status of discussions on projects, which 
might change after further deliberation by the Ethics Committee.  
 
 
Code of Ethics 
The Committee approved a revised Code of Ethics for Professional 
Accountants.  The revised Code establishes a conceptual framework for all 
professional accountants to ensure compliance with the five fundamental 
principles of professional ethics – Integrity, Objectivity, Professional 
Competence and Due Care, Confidentiality, and Professional Behavior. The 
revised Code is aligned to the Assurance Framework issued by the 
International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board and contains an 
interpretation illustrating the application of the independence requirements 
contained in Section 290 to assurance engagements that are not financial 
statement audit engagements. 
 
The revised Code will be effective on June 30th 2006, with earlier application 
encouraged. 
 
Exposure Draft Approved 
The Committee approved an exposure draft Proposed Revised Section 290 – 
Independence Assurance Engagements – Definition of Network Firm. 
 
The due date for comments on this exposure draft is September 30, 2005. 
 
Independence  
The Committee considered, and provided feedback on, proposals of the task 
force to revise certain independence requirements contained in the Code.  
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Topics addressed included: structure of the section, clarity of prohibitions, 
application of safeguards, completeness of categories of threats and detailed 
examples of the application of the Code. 
 
The proposals will be discussed at the Forum to be held in October 2005. 
 
Ethics Committee Strategy 
The Committee discussed revised terms of reference and a draft strategic 
plan for the Committee, the purpose of which is to guide the direction and 
priorities for the period ending December 31, 2007. 
 
Forum 
The Committee continued its discussion of the proposed content of a forum 
to be held by the Committee in Brussels, Belgium on October 11, 2005. 
 
Equivalent Standards 
The Committee continued its consideration of the implications of the 
recommendations of the report entitled “Implementation of International and 
Accounting Standards: Lessons Learned from the World Bank’s Accounting 
and Auditing ROSC Program.” The Committee considered a paper 
describing what parts of the Code would need to be incorporated into the 
standards in a national jurisdiction for that jurisdiction for that jurisdiction to 
be able to state that it had equivalent standards. The Committee will continue 
its discussion of this matter at its next meeting.  
 
Accountants in Government 
The Committee, at the request of the Task Force, approved a modification to 
the scope of this project. The project will now consider the application of 
Section 290 to all accountants that perform assurance engagements in the 
public sector, as opposed to only accountants in government that perform 
assurance engagements. 
 
Next meeting 
The next meeting of the Committee is scheduled to be held on October 10-
12, 2005 in Brussels, Belgium. 


